
Lanasaul

	River's hold a weird fascination in our cultural subconsciousness.  Maybe it's an extension of our general fascination with water and fluidity, maybe it's about travel, maybe it's about inevitability.  I don't know, Hedgrove didn't know, and if you want to know more about why we're interested in rivers I'm sure there's a book about it somewhere out there.  But for Hedgegrove and Me and others in Chicago, our main river source is the Chicago River. Duh.  But it's a part of us as a city. It's a part of our celebrations and our history.  And, according to a story by Hedgegrove, it's also an extension of one of the many ultra fluminas, or "beyond rivers".

			The Ultra Flumina was discovered long before man could
			even give it a name, they are rivers of energy, magnetism,
			magic that run parallel to our world.  Each Ultra Flumina
			(The River Styx, The River Malvam, The River Ifing, etc)
			holds a specific property within its waters, some of benefit,
			many of horrors.

	Well the Chicago River happens to run along one of these ultra fluminas, given the name of "Lanasaul".  Like Styx, Lanasaul exists as a passage from our world into the next bringing souls who have been lost to the ill-defined cause of "disaster".  We're talking both natural disasters like tornados, volcanoes, earthquakes and also human disasters like shipwrecks, oil spills, and fires.  The only criteria for those who travel the Lanasaul is that a soul's reason for death be "sudden and based on an event to which no planning could have prepared them for".  However, unlike Styx Lanasaul can also cause disasters, and most grand disasters of the world are because water from the Lanasaul has been brought to the land of the living.  Let's look at one of Chicago's great disasters for an example, The Great Chicago Fire:

			In 1853 a fire was started along the south side of Chicago.
			The exact reasons for the fire were never discovered,
			however firemen were able to arrive quickly on the scene to
			extinguish it.  This is when the true Great Chicago Fire
			began, for unbeknownst to the firemen the water they were
			using had been drawn from the dreaded River of Disaster
			Lanasaul.  When the water was spread out onto the fire it
			had the opposite effect, and the fire gained an almost liquid
			quality itself.  The fire spread, coursing through the veins of
			the city, and the more water put on it and the the more fire-
			fighters tried to stop it the greater the fire became.  The
			fire was finally able to be extinguished after hours of fighting,
			however by then most of the city and thousands of lives had
			been lost.

	So there, secret history of the Great Chicago Fire.  A lot of the other great disasters of Chicago happened because of the Lanasaul as well.  Like the Haymarket riot and Pullman revolt?  It happened because some folks drank water from the Lanasaul and were driven into an uncontrollable frenzy.  So fortunately for us, Haymarket wasn't a labor strike and the Great Chicago Fire wasn't the result of poor city planning, it was all just a magic death river.  Even a lot of non-Chicago events are a result of the waters of Lanasaul: Pompeii (someone put a few drops of river water into a volcano), The burning of Rome (unlike the Great Chicago Fire, Caligula wasn't even planning on burning the city. Instead he just placed an urn of Lanasaul water in the streets to see what would happen), and The Great Famine (farmers watered their crops with Lanasaul water, and the more water that was introduced into the farmlands the greater the crops withered).  So Lanasaul is basically a scapegoat.  It's not meant to be, judging from Hedgegrove's own experiences and the like I'd say it's meant as a rationalization of disaster.  That we as humans are constantly searching for a reason behind everything, especially behind events that are just so awful and world-shattering that we can't do much about.  So there's good intentions behind Lanasaul: It wasn't an inexplicable tornado that destroyed your house, it was a death river; it wasn't a drunk driver who killed your wife, it was a death river; it wasn't a dip in stock prices that made you loose thousands of dollars, it was a death river.
	Just like the intentions behind Hedgegrove writing about Lanasaul, the legendary creation of it is also a "road to hell" type story:

			In the Welsh countryside in the 10th century there was
			a lord, Lord Gwyrrdheli, whose land was being plagued with 
			a deadly pestilence.  In order to stop this pestilence in his land 
			and store up enough food to make it through winter, the Lord 
			visited an old Druid Priest to pray to Amaethon, god of 
			agriculture and the land.
				"My Lord, I must warn you that the Gods have
			their own plans, and for us as mortals to interfere would
			bring about dire consequences".
				"I care not! Perform a ritual, so that my land may
			be fertile again! I ask you once again for a ritual to bring
			forth rain and crops"
				"My Lord, this is a dangerous road. I again must
			warn you against asking for a power you do not understand".
			The Druid told the Lord this before handing over the list of
			necessary ingredients for the ritual.
				"I may not understand the power, but I understand
			that my knights and my people will starve".
			Gwyrrdheli went about gathering all the necessary ingredients:
			Wings of a dragonfly, tears of a newborn babe, blood from
			the stable's strongest horse, and the dry soil where plants
			should grow.  Before the Druid performed the ritual later
			that night, he again proclaimed:
				"My Lord, this is the final warning.  We are about 
			to summon a power beyond mortal understanding and
			beyond mortal reason.  Are you sure you wish to continue 
			down this path?"
				"Of course!  Though the Lord is beyond our
			understanding he will still hear our incantation and smell
			our sacrifice.  He will smile and know it to be good".
			The Priest nodded and began the incantation.

	And so once again someone trying to help is thrown under a bus.  I mean, to be fair Lord Gwyrrdheli was warned three times, and to be fairer the Lord was probably going to use most of the food to feed himself while the rest of his land still starved through the winter (this being the 10th century, though, peasants were used to starving through the winter), and to be fairest the Lord got his wish and the rains came.  The rains came and never left.  The fields were flooded, the livestock drowned, the huts and castles and everything bent and bowed by the incessant rain.  The water of the Flood of Tir Gwyrrdheli mixed with the poison soil and became the delta of Lanasaul.  The flood did eventually stop, once Gwyrrdheli had died and agro-god Amaethon got whatever vengeance he needed for being summoned, but those waters had already sank into the underworld and now they flow all around the globe.  I think there's also a Lanasaul stop in Detroit, and a few wells into it throughout the Middle East. 
